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In this article, we extend the study of generalized point interactions to the
periodic case, and we investigate analogues of the Kronig]Penney model for the
class of point interactions introduced in joint work with P. Chernoff. In addition to
periodic d- and d X-potentials, which follow as special cases, several examples are
studied in detail. In general, the models under consideration are shown to have
purely absolutely continuous spectrum, and in some cases all gaps in the spectrum
close. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Differential operators that are singular in the sense that their coeffi-
cients are distributions arose naturally in the 1930s in the study of
quantum mechanical models describing the behavior of an electron in a
crystal lattice. The so-called Kronig]Penney model involves Hamiltonians
that are periodic, with delta-function potentials. The spectral analysis leads
to the familiar band structure in the spectrum of the corresponding
Hamiltonian. More recently, these types of operators and their relativistic
counterparts were studied extensively, and were extended to include peri-
X  w x.odic d -potentials cf. 1, 4, 6 . The resulting problems involve the determi-
nation of spectral and scattering phenomena exhibited by these operators,
approximation by operators with smooth coefficients, impurity scattering,
and related problems. These models found applications in the study of
surface effects in solid state physics. The purpose of the present work is to
extend the periodic model to include the much wider class of potentials
w xintroduced in 2 .
ÆGeneralized point interactions in one dimension were studied by Seba
w x9, 10 , who showed that certain self-adjoint extensions of the symmetric
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< `  4.operator A s yD C R_ 0 , which in dimension one has deficiency in-0
 .dices 2, 2 , could be realized as perturbations of the Laplacian by Fermi
pseudopotentials. Because A has a four-parameter family of self-adjoint
extensions, there are other operators that might correspond, at least
formally, to perturbations of the Laplacian by generalized potentials. In
joint work with Paul Chernoff, a new class of self-adjoint extensions of A
 w x.was introduced cf. 2 . These operators correspond formally to perturba-
tions of the Laplacian by ``pseudopotentials'' involving, among other terms,
2 w xd . The class of self-adjoint extensions of A studied in 2 is defined by
boundary conditions of the form,
f 0q s af 0y q bfX 0y , .  .  .
1 .
fX 0q s gf 0y q dfX 0y , .  .  .
where the coefficients are of the form a s av, b s bv, g s cv, and
d s dv, v is a complex number of modulus 1, and a, b, c, d are real with
 w x.ad y bc s 1 cf. 5 .
A particular three-dimensional class of extensions L , defined by ther , z4
boundary conditions,
f 0q s eyzf 0y , .  .
X Xq q z y yrf 0 q f 0 s e rf 0 q f 0 , z g C, r g R, .  .  .  .
w xwere analyzed in depth in 2 . These examples are of interest for a variety
of reasons: they represent models that are completely solvable in the sense
that their spectra, resolvents, and scattering matrices may be explicitly
determined; they can be realized as limits of Schrodinger operators withÈ
local short-range potentials; and generalizations of them given rise to
m-accretive operators that illustrate important features of Kato's conjec-
 w x.ture about square roots of such operators cf. 3 .
In this article, we extend the study of point interactions to the periodic
case, and we investigate analogues of the Kronig]Penney model for the
w xclass of point interactions introduced in 2 . Indeed, with a new class of
operators providing a variety of boundary conditions for the corresponding
wave functions for example, a discontinuous change of phase prescribed
 q.  y. X q. X y.  w x.by f 0 s yf 0 , f 0 s yf 0 cf. 9 , it is natural to study the
corresponding periodic Hamiltonians.
We recall that in the case of periodic d-interactions, the object of study
is the Kronig]Penney Hamiltonian yD s yd2rdx 2, with boundarya , L
X q. X y.  .   < 4conditions g na y g na s a g na , n g Z where L s na n g Z ,
 w x.a ) 0, is the Bravais lattice; cf. 1, III.2.3 . More generally, the periodic
Hamiltonians corresponding to L are determined by boundary condi-r , z4
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tions of the form,
g naq s eyz g nay , .  .
X Xq q z y yrg na q g na s e rg na q g na . .  .  .  .
A detailed analysis of such operators will proceed along the lines of that
for periodic d- and d X-interactions; in that case one uses the direct integral
decomposition,
du[y1w xU yD U s yD u , .Ha , L a , Lbw .ybr2, br2
 . 2wwhere yD u are suitably defined self-adjoint operators on L yara , L
..2, ar 2 , and b s 2pra. In our case, we find a direct integral decomposi-
 .  .tion in terms of operators A u , which are the analogues of yD u .abgd a , L
 .Our main results Theorems 1 and 2 include an analysis of the spectrum
 .of the reduced operators A u , which depends on a ``generalizedabgd
Kronig]Penney relation,''
g
2 iu a yiu av e q e s a q d cos ka q y b k sin ka. .  /k
that reduces to the usual one in the special case of periodic d- and
d X-potentials.
In Theorem 4, we determine the form of the spectrum of A forabgd
certain values of the parameters, and we conclude that the spectrum in
these cases is purely absolutely continuous. We note that in our models,
both g and gX are in general discontinuous at na, unlike the case of d- and
d X-potentials. In Section 3, we consider several examples in detail.
2. DEFINITIONS AND SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
For r g R, z g C, define
U
Q s r q T r q T , .  .r , z4 z z
yz H  . z H  .where T s e drdx e , H is the Heaviside function, and Dom T sz z
 2 . < z H 1 .4 1  4.  q. yz  y.f g L R e f g H R ; that is, f g H R_ 0 , and f 0 s e f 0 .
Define
L s Q y r 2I ,r , z4 r , z4
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2 .  .where I is the indentity operator on L R . It is easy to see that Dom Lr , z4
is prescribed by the two boundary conditions,
f 0q s eyzf 0y , .  .
X Xq q z y yrf 0 q f 0 s e rf 0 q f 0 . .  .  .  .
< `  4.L is a self-adjoint extension of yD C R_ 0 and, when expandedr , z4 0
formally, corresponds to a perturbation of the Laplacian by pseudopoten-
tials involving d and d 2 terms.
We can expand this family to include yD q cd by considering the
extended family of operators,
U
L s T q rH x q sH yx T q rH x q sH yx .  .  .  . .  .r , s , z4 z z
y r 2H x y s2H yx , .  .
where z g C, r, s g R. Then L is a self-adjoint extension ofr , s, z4
< `  4.  .yD C R_ 0 and its domain corresponds to the conditions f g Dom T0 z
  .  ..  U .and T q rH x q sH yx f g Dom T . That is,z z
f 0q s eyzf 0y , .  .
X Xq q z y yrf 0 q f 0 s e sf 0 q f 0 . .  .  .  .
 q.  y.Note that when z s 0, the boundary conditions become f 0 s f 0 ,
X q. X y.  .  .f 0 y f 0 s s y r f 0 , which correspond to a d-potential with
coupling constant c s s y r. The most general set of self-adjoint boundary
 .  .  .conditions that link the intervals y`, 0 and 0, ` is given by 1 .
Next, we recall what is known about periodic point interactions. Accord-
 w x w x.  <ing to Floquet theory cf. 1, III.2.3 , RS , the Bravais lattice is L s na n
Ã4 w .g Z , a ) 0, and the Wigner]Seitz cell is G s yar2, ar2 . The dual
Ã < 4lattice is G s nb n g Z , b s 2pra, and the Brillouin zone is L s
w .ybr2, br2 . Then
[2 y1 2 2 y1 2L R s U L L ; l G s U l G du , .  .  . . H
w .ybr2, br2
2 2 Ã 2 .   ..where U: L R ª L L; l G is defined by
yb b
2ÃUf u , n s f u q nb , u g , , n g Z, f g L R . .  .  ./2 2
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2 .Alternatively, we may decompose L R as follows,
ya a du[2 y1 2ÄL R s U L , , . H / /2 2 bw xybr2, br2
where
` ya a yb b
inu aÄUf u , x s e f x q na , x g , , u g , .  . / /2 2 2 2nsy`
is defined first for f g S , the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing func-
2 .tions on R, and then is extended to all of L R by continuity.
 wRecall that the Kronig]Penney Hamiltonian is defined by cf. 1, p.
x.265 ,
d2
yD s y ,a , L 2dx
with
1 2 <Dom yD s g g H R l H R_L .  .  .a , L
gX naq y gX nay s a g na , n g Z .4 .  .  .
w .For u g ybr2, br2 , define
d2
yD u s y , .a , L 2dx
with
ya a ya a
1 2  4Dom yD u s g u , x g H , l H , _ 0 .  . .a , L   /  / /  /2 2 2 2
q y q yya a ya ya
X Xiu a iu ag u , s e g u , , g u , s e g u , , /  /  /  / /  /  /  /2 2 2 2
gX u , 0q y gX u , 0y s a g u , 0 . .  .  . 5
w x  .  .In 1, p. 265 , the purely discrete spectrum of yD u is determined:a , L
w .  .  .for u g ybr2, br2 , the eigenvalues of yD u are given by E u sa , L n
w  .x2  .k u , where k u are solutions of the Kronig]Penney relation,n n
a
cos u a s cos ka q sin ka, Im k G 0. 2 .
2k
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Moreover, the corresponding eigenfunctions are determined, and because
du[y1w xU yD U s yD u , .Ha , L a , L bw xybr2, br2
the theory of direct integrals permits a complete description of the
spectrum of yD : the spectrum is purely absolutely continuous, and hasa , L
the form,
` w xs yD s D a , b , a - b F a . .a , L ms1 m m m m mq1
The values of a , b are determined for different values of the parameterm m
w xa . See 1, III.2 for detailed statements and proofs.
Now, we consider generalized periodic point interactions corresponding
 .to the boundary conditions in 1 : let a , b , g , d g C, with a s av, b s bv,
g s cv, and d s dv, where v is a complex number of modulus 1, and
 4a, b, c, d are real with ad y bc s 1. Let L s a , and consider A sn
< ` .yD C R_L . Then A is a symmetric operator, with deficiency indices0
 .`, ` . We consider the self-adjoint extensions corresponding to the
boundary conditions,
g aq s a g ay q b gX ay , .  .  .n n n
gX aq s g g ay q d gX ay . .  .  .n n n
 .where a , b , g , d satisfy the conditions following 1 . That is, the extension
A is the restriction of AU to the domain,abgd
2 < q y X yDom A s f g H R_L g a s a g a q b g a , .  .  .  . .abgd n n n
gX aq s g g ay q d gX ay , n g Z .4 .  .  .n n n
 < 4 w .In the event L s na n g Z , a ) 0, we define, for u g ybr2, br2 ,
b s 2pra,
d2
A u s y ; .abgd 2dx
 .  . 2the domain of A u is defined as the set of all g u , x g H yar 2,abgd
.  4.ar2 _ 0 for which,
q yya a
iu ag u , s e g u , , /  / /  /2 2
q yya a
X Xiu ag u , s e g u , , /  / /  /2 2
g u , 0q s a g u , 0y q b gX u , 0y , .  .  .
gX u , 0q s g g u , 0y q d gX u , 0y . .  .  .
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Correspondingly, the periodic analogue of L is A , wherer , s, z4 r , s, z4
d2
A u s y , .r , s , z4 2dx
 .  . 2and the domain of A u is the set of all g u , x g H yar 2, arr , s, z4
.  4.2 _ 0 for which,
q yya a
iu ag u , s e g u , , /  / /  /2 2
q yya a
X Xiu ag u , s e g u , , /  / /  /2 2
g u , 0q s eyz g u , 0y , .  .
X Xq q z y yrg u , 0 q g u , 0 s e sg u , 0 q g u , 0 . .  .  .  .
We then have the following:
THEOREM 1. Let a , b , g , d g C, and a s av, b s bv, g s cv, and
d s dv, where v is a complex number of modulus 1, and a, b, c, d are real
w .  .with ad y bc s 1. Then for each u g ybr2, br2 , A u has purelyabgd
 .  . w  .x2discrete spectrum. The eigen¨alues of A u are gi¨ en by E u s k u ,abgd n n
 .   . .n s 1, 2, . . . , where k u Im k u G 0 are solutions of the generalizedn n
Kronig]Penney relation,
g
2 iu a yiu av e q e s a q d cos ka q y b k sin ka. 3 .  . /k
  . .Moreo¨er, for each u g y br2 , 0 , the eigen¨alues are nondegenerate, and
the corresponding eigenfunctions are
ya¡ i k x yi k xn nAe q Be , - x F 0,
2~g u , x s .n a
ik x yi k xn nCe q De , 0 F x - ,¢ 2
where
A s 1,
a q b ik y eyi k aeyi u a
B s ,yi u a ik ae e y a q b ik
C s eyi k aeyi u a ,
yeyiu aeyi k a q a q b ik
ik a yiu aD s e e ;yi u a ik ae e y a q b ik
we ha¨e suppressed the subscript in k .n
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w .  .Proof. For each u g ybr2, br2 , A u has compact resolvent,abgd
 .and so has purely discrete spectrum. Let E u denote the nth eigenvaluen
 . w x  .of A u . By the argument in 8, p. 294 , the eigenvalues E u areabgd n
 . Ynondegenerate for u g ybr2, 0 . Indeed, at most one solution of yu s
Eu satisfies the given boundary conditions. To find the eigenvalues and the
corresponding eigenfunctions, set
ya¡ i k x yi k xAe q Be , - x F 0,
2~g u , x s .n a
ik x yi k xCe q De , 0 F x - .¢ 2
Applying the boundary conditions, we obtain
C q D s a A q B q b ik A y B , 4 .  .  .
ik C y D s g A q B q d ik A y B , 5 .  .  .  .
Aeyi k ar2 q Beik ar2 s eiu a Ceik ar2 q Deyi k ar2 , 6 .  .
Aeyi k ar2 y Beik ar2 s eiu a Ceik ar2 y Deyi k ar2 . 7 .  .
 .  . yi k a yiu aIt follows from 6 and 7 that if A s 1, then C s e e , and
yi k a iu a  .B s e e D. From 4 , we see that
a q b ik y eyi k aeyi u a
B s .yi u a ik ae e y a q b ik
Consequently,
a q b ik y eyi k aeyi u a
ik a yiu aD s e e .yi u a ik ae e y a q b ik
 .From 5 , we obtain the Kronig]Penney relation. First, we have
ik C y D s g q d ik A q g y d ik B. .  .  .
Then
a q b ik y eyi k aeyi u a
yi k a yiu a ik a yiu ae e y e e yi u a ik ae e y a q b ik
g g a q b ik y eyi k aeyi u a
s q d q y d .yi u a ik a /  /ik ik e e y a q b ik
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Simplifying and rearranging terms, we eventually get
g
yi u a iu ae s a q d cos ka q y b k sin ka y ad y bg e , .  . /k
or, using the fact that ad y bg s v 2,
g
2 iu a yiu av e q e s a q d cos ka q y b k sin ka. .  /k
In order to obtain a more detailed spectral analysis, we restrict our
attention to the class of operators A . First, we have the following.r , s, z4
w .  .THEOREM 2. For each u g ybr2, br2 , A u has purely discreter , s, z4
 .spectrum. Suppose Im z s mp for m g Z. Then the eigen¨alues of A ur , s, z4
 . w  .x2  .   . .are gi¨ en by E u s k u , n s 1, 2, . . . , where k u Im k u G 0 aren n n n
solutions of
yz z z yze q e se y re .  .
cos u a s cos ka q sin ka. 8 .
2 2k
 .Moreo¨er, for u g ybr2, 0 , the corresponding eigenfunctions are
¡ z yi k n a yiu ae e e y 1 ya
ik x yi k a iu a yi k xn n ne q e e e , - x F 0,iu a yi k a zn 2e e y e~g u , x s .n z yi k a yiu ane e e y 1 a
yi k a yiu a ik x yi k xn n ne e e q e , 0 F x - .¢ iu a yi k a zn 2e e y e
In addition,
E n - E h F E h - E n F ??? .  .  .  .1 1 2 2
F E n - E h F E h - E n F ??? , .  .  .  .2 ny1 2 ny1 2 n 2 n
where n s 0, h s ybr2, if m is e¨en, and n s ybr2, h s 0, if m is odd.
Proof. All statements except the last one follow from Theorem 1, by
yz z yz zsetting a s e , b s 0, g s se y re , and d s e , and noticing that if
 .Im z s mp , then v s "1. In particular, 3 becomes
z yzse y re
z yz2 cos u a s e q e cos ka q sin ka. .  /k
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 .Next, we show that for each n s 1, 2, . . . , E u is either monotonen
 .increasing or decreasing as a function of u g ybr2, 0 . First, notice that
 .if Re z s 0, then 8 reduces to the usual Kronig]Penney relation if m is
 .even, and its negative on the right-hand side , if m is odd. In that case,
 w x.the behavior of E is well known cf. 1, Theorem J.1 . Thus we assumen
that Re z / 0.
In order to further analyze the eigenvalues, we introduce the function,
z yz z yze q e se y re .  .’ ’D E s cos E q sin E , . ’2 2 E
’  w x w x.where Im E G 0 cf. 8, p. 296 , 1, p. 268 ; for convenience, we have set
.  .  .a s 1 . Then E is an eigenvalue of A u if and only if D E s cos ur , s, z4
 .for some u g ybr2, 0 .
Now, suppose mp s Im z, where m is even. We show that in this case,
 .  .E u is monotone decreasing. E u is strictly monotone, since it has a1 1
 .monotone inverse on ybr2, 0 . It is easy to see that
lim D E s `. .
Eªy`
’Indeed, setting E s ik, k ) 0, we get
seRe z y reyRe z .
lim D E s lim cosh Re z cosh k q sinh k s `, .
2kEªy` kª`
 .  . w x  .and so there is no E - E 0 for which D E g y1, 1 . Thus E u G1 1
 .  .  .E 0 , for all u g ybr2, 0 , and so E u is monotone decreasing. More-1 1
w x  .  .over, as is argued in 8, Theorem XIII.89 , E ybr2 F E ybr2 , and if1 2
 .  .  .D E s 1 or y1 , then E is a degenerate eigenvalue. Indeed, A ur , s, z4
w xis an analytic family in the sense of Kato, and by 8, Theorem XII.8 , it
 .follows that such an E is degenerate. Thus the graph of D E has the
 .general form see Fig. 1 .
 .Finally, if m s Im z is odd, then v s y1, and we see that E u is1
 .  .monotone increasing, and E ybr2 - E 0 . The general result follows,1 1
in a completely analogous way to the case of m even.
In order to determine the spectrum of the operators A , we use ther , s, z4
w xfollowing result, which is proved exactly as 1, Theorem III.2.3.2 . We note
 .that the result holds for A u , as well.abgd
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FIGURE 1.
PROPOSITION 3. For z g C, r, s g R,
du[y1U A U s A u . .Hr , s , z4 r , s , z4 bw .ybr2, br2
w xWe then ha¨e, as in 8, Theorem XIII.90 ,
 .THEOREM 4. For z g C, r, s g R, s A is purely absolutely contin-r , s, z4
uous, and
` w xs A s D a , b , .r , s , z4 ns1 n n
where
yb¡
E , n odd,n  /~ 2a sn ¢E 0 , n e¨en , .n
and
¡E 0 , n odd, .n~ ybb sn E , n e¨en ,n¢  /2
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if m is e¨en; a and b are re¨ersed if m is odd.n n
Proof. If m is even, we have from Theorem 2 that
yb yb
E 0 - E F E - E 0 F ??? .  .1 1 2 2 /  /2 2
yb yb
F E 0 - E F E - E 0 F ??? . .  .2 ny1 2 ny1 2 n 2 n /  /2 2
w xThe form of the spectrum is a consequence of 8, Theorem XIII.85 ,
 .because the E u are continuous functions of u . Absolute continuityn
w xfollows from Proposition 3 and 8, Theorem XIII.86 . The case of m odd is
similar.
3. EXAMPLES
We consider several special cases in some detail.
EXAMPLE 1. First, suppose that z s 0 and r y s s c, yielding the
boundary conditions that correspond to the periodic delta-potential with
 .coupling constant c. Then 8 reduces to the usual Kronig]Penney rela-
tion,
c
cos u a s cos ka q sin ka.
2k
w xFor a complete analysis of this operator, see 1 . If we graph the function
’ ’ ’ .  .D E s cos E q cr2 E sin E , we see the usual band structure of the
 . w x  .spectrum emerge as those E for which D E g y1, 1 see Fig. 2 .
EXAMPLE 2. To consider another example, let z s p i, and let r s s.
Note that these values of the parameters correspond to the boundary
w x w xconditions considered in the one-center case in 2 and 9 . Then the
 .Kronig]Penney relation 8 becomes simply
cos u a s ycos ka.
 .For u g ybr2, 0 , we determine the eigenvalues and the corresponding
eigenfunctions. The boundary conditions at zero are now,
g u , 0q s yg u , 0y , .  .
gX u , 0q s ygX u , 0y . .  .
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FIG. 2. r s 10, s s 1, z s 0.
Thus the eigenvalues are
22n y 1
"E u s "u q p , n s 1, 2, . . . , .n  /a
and the corresponding eigenfunctions are
g " u , x s eyi u " 2 ny1.r a.p . x sgn x . .n
 .Consequently, for u g ybr2, 0 , the eigenvalues are nondegenerate.
 . wNext, Let u s 0. In this case, the eigenvalues are E 0 s 2n yn
. . x2 " .1 ra p , n s 1, 2, . . . , and the corresponding eigenfunctions are g 0, xn
" i2 ny1.r a.p x  .s e sgn x. Thus the eigenvalues E 0 , n s 1, 2, . . . , are alln
degenerate.
For u s ybr2, the Kronig]Penney relation is cos u a s cos ka s 1, so
 . w  . . x2 E ybr2 s 2 n y 1 ra p . For n s 1, the eigenfunction is g ybrn 1
.  .2, x s sgn x, although for n s 2, 3, . . . , the eigenvalues E ybr2 aren
" . " i2ny1.r a.p xdegenerate, with eigenfunctions g ybr2, x s e sgn x. Inn
this case, we have
yb yb
0 s E - E 0 s E 0 - E F ??? .  .1 1 2 2 /  /2 2
yb yb
F E - E 0 s E 0 - E F ??? . .  .2 ny1 2 ny1 2 n 2 n /  /2 2
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In fact, we have the following:
 .PROPOSITION 5. For z s p i, r s s, L s aZ, a ) 0, s A is purelyr , s, z4
absolutely continuous and
` w xs A s D a , b s 0, ` ,. .r , s , z4 ns1 n n
where
yb¡
E , n odd,n  /~ 2a sn ¢E 0 , n e¨en , .n
and
¡E 0 , n odd, .n~ ybb sn E , n e¨en.n¢  /2
 .  .  .2 2 . 2  .Also, E 0 s E 0 s 2 n y 1 p ra , and E ybr2 s2 ny 1 2 n 2 n
 .  .2 2 . 2E ybr 2 s 2n p ra , for n s 1, 2 ??? .2 nq1
Note that in this case, all gaps close, due to the degeneracy of the
 .  .eigen¨alues E 0 , n s 1, 2, . . . , and E ybr2 , n s 2, 3 . . . . We commentn n
X  w x.further that as in the case of the periodic d -potential cf. 1, Theorem III.3.6 ,
 .  .the ``lower band edges'' a are gi¨ en by E ybr2 . see Fig. 3 .n n
FIG. 3. r s s s 1, z s p i.
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FIG. 4. r s 1, s s 10, z s 1.
 .For certain values of the parameters for example, if Re z / 0 , we
conjecture that all gaps occur. In Figs. 4]6, we show several plots of the
 .function D E .
w xIn 6 , relativistic delta potentials are considered in an analogous way.
We will extend our analysis to the relativistic case in a forthcoming article.
FIG. 5. r s 10, s s 1, z s p i.
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FIG. 6. r s 1, s s 10, z s p i.
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